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1. Introduction

Inguinal hernia is a very common condition in children 1-3 and adults and is the most common operation performed on children 4 (other than ritual circumcision). Since the “classic” open repair was introduced, it has become the standard operation for hernias, with very few controversies: whether the surgeon should perform only a herniotomy or reinforce the repair, whether a contralateral groin exploration be performed, and so forth. The operation is quick, safe, 5 and can be done in an outpatient setting with anesthesia via a laryngeal mask. The recurrence rate is acceptable, 1%-5%-6-8, depending on the expertise of the surgeon, the child’s’ age and concomitant diseases.

The advent of laparoscopy has changed many dogmas in all fields of surgery, pediatric hernia repair included. Many operations that were considered as “gold standard” are being challenged by the laparoscopic approach and the new technologies it has brought with it. In the specific case of pediatric hernia repair, another challenge on the open technique was introduced by the development of fertility clinics and the higher than expected incidence of azoospermia due to an injury to the vas deferens during bilateral hernia repairs 9-10,14. Therefore, two major applications of laparoscopy were introduced to hernia repair in children. The first, performing an intra-operative diagnostic laparoscopy for diagnosing a non-symptomatic contralateral hernia during open hernia surgery. The second, performing a laparoscopic repair. During the forthcoming chapter, the merits, disadvantages and techniques of both procedures will be reviewed.

2. Diagnostic laparoscopy during open pediatric hernia repair

The incidence of a contralateral, asymptomatic groin hernia in children is not well defined. Reports vary from 10% to 60%, depending on prematurity of the child, gendre and side 11-12. Also, there is no consensus on whether a patent processus vaginalis is considered a hernia for practical purposes, i.e. whether it should be repaired or not.

It is established that the premature have a higher incidence of bilateral hernias 13, and that bilateral hernias are commoner in females with a left sided hernia 11-12. Until laparoscopy developed, there was controversy regarding whether a contralateral groin exploration should be performed and to whom. On the one hand, an exploration ensured a diagnosis during one operation and anesthesia, an option that carries many advantages to the patient.
and the parents. On the other hand, most of these explorations performed on children above the age of 1 year were negative, doubling the operating and anesthetic time and risking a bilateral vas deferens injury with future infertility. Therefore, most surgeons had loosely based criteria on whom the exploration was performed. Since a hernia can be very easily and accurately diagnosed from within the peritoneum, introduction of a laparoscope during the operation seemed like a natural answer for the question.

3. Technique

During the operation for a hernia, the hernia sac is separated from the spermatic cord and isolated. Before ligating the sac, a 5 mm port is introduced through the sac and a 70° scope is passed into the peritoneum. The patient is put head down and most times there is need for mild insufflation up to pressure of 6-8 mmHg of the abdominal cavity in order view the contralateral inguinal area. Care must be taken to avoid injury to the hernia sac while introducing the port, and the sac opening has to be secured to the port in order to avoid air escaping around it. We recommend placing vessel loops or other markers around the elements of the cord in order to ease their identification after the laparoscopy and continue with the hernia repair. It is also helpful to ensure an empty bladder before the laparoscopy, as it may be difficult to pass a full bladder from this approach, certainly in a small child. If a synchronous hernia is identified, a contralateral open repair is performed after finishing the original side. Our custom is to treat a patent processus as a hernia.

4. Results

In our experience, diagnostic trans-inguinal laparoscopy has been accurate in 97% of the cases. In 2% there was failure to identify a hernia due to tear of the hernia sac, or inadequate visualization. There were no cases of false positive examinations. In 1% of the patients the laparoscopy was aborted because the pneumoperitoneum compromised the anesthesia. These results are similar to those reported in the literature.

5. Advantages

Diagnostic trans-inguinal laparoscopy provides definite advantages in the accurate diagnosis of a contralateral synchronous hernia during a single anesthesia. It is easy to learn and is very comfortable for a surgeon that is proficient in the open hernia repair technique. Usually, the pneumoperitoneum required does not preclude anesthesia via a laryngeal mask and does not require paralytic agents.

6. Disadvantages

The major disadvantage of this approach is when dealing with a very young or premature baby with a very delicate hernia sac. This is true also for a hernia accompanying an undescended testicle. In these cases, the insertion of the port may easily tear the hernia sac and compromise the ipsilateral repair. Another disadvantage is that in the case of a synchronous hernia, a bilateral open repair is performed with the concomitant risk of bilateral damage to the spermatic cord and infertility.
7. Laparoscopic hernia repair

When challenging a time honored technique in surgery, it is necessary to convince that are major advantages in the newer one. This is certainly true for laparoscopic repair of pediatric hernias, as the open repair is very common, safe, quick and the surgeon is very familiar with the procedure. Therefore, prior to describing the laparoscopic repair, we shall examine the pitfalls of the open one.

1. The subject of synchronous or metachronous contralateral hernia has been discussed in the previous paragraph.

2. Damage to the spermatic cord during hernia repair is an under evaluated topic in surgery. Recent reports in adult surgical literature have enhanced the awareness of spermatic cord injury during hernia repair, mostly those using a mesh graft. Of higher consequence to our discussion are the reports of an increased rate of male infertility following a bilateral hernia repair during early childhood. It is hard to assess the true rate of cord injury during hernia surgery, since the operation is very common, and there has to be a complete bilateral blockade in the vas deferens in order to cause infertility. Yet, the rate of damage is probably higher than previous assessments.

3. Testicular atrophy may be a consequence of an incarcerated hernia with compromised testicular blood supply and may also be due to vascular damage during hernia repair. It is hard for the surgeon to assess the viability of a compromised testicle during a repair, as well as to assess the possibility of vascular damage during the handling of the cord.

4. An open repair during an incarcerated hernia is sometimes cumbersome and tedious. It is often difficult to assess the viability of the organs that were incarcerated, as they tend to spontaneously reduce during anesthesia or at the beginning of surgery. In cases of necrotic bowel, omentum or severe edematous tissues, it becomes a challenge to correctly identify the anatomy to allow for a good repair.

5. Recurrent hernias are rare in the pediatric population, with reports ranging from 0.5% to 5%, depending on the child's age and maturity. Although rare, every surgeon has to face this challenge every once in a while, and is familiar with the problem of dissecting through scar tissue in order to discern the anatomy.

6. A symptomatic hernia in an undescended testicle is a complex problem. Whilst it is better to wait for 6-12 months before performing orchipexy, sometimes surgical intervention is needed sooner than that. This, of course, may compromise either the hernia repair or the orchipexy.

The laparoscopic approach is supposed to provide an answer to all these issues. First, as discussed previously, laparoscopy provides an excellent visualization of the groin from within the peritoneum, adequately diagnosing a synchronous hernia 15,17 or patent processus vaginalis. Second, since the vas and blood vessels are visualized with precision and are not handled in most laparoscopic repairs, the possibility of cord damage during surgery is reduced. The same goes for vascular compromise of a borderline testicle that suffered from incarceration. When dealing with an incarcerated hernia, laparoscopy allows direct visualization of the reduced incarcerated contents and their viability. It also circumnavigates the problem of anatomical precision in edematous or scarred areas (such as in a recurrent hernia) with a lower complication rate 4. Last, laparoscopy can allow a hernia closure in an undescended testicle without compromising the forthcoming orchipexy.
8. Technique

The child requires endotracheal intubation and anesthesia with paralytic agents in order to allow adequate pneumoperitoneum. A camera port is introduced above the umbilicus, since in very small infants one gains a small but significant space for working in the abdomen. We advocate using the open "Hasson" technique for accessing the peritoneum. After insufflation according to the patient's weight, the patient is put head down and the groin area inspected. The surgeon places himself at the patient's head and his assistant next to him on the side opposite the hernia. Two needle holders are placed on each flank of the patient, about the level of the camera port. Usually, there is no need for a port and the instruments are placed directly into the abdomen. One of the needle holders is inserted with the suture held just above the needle in order to facilitate it's navigation into the abdomen. We utilize non-absorbable sutures, usually a prolene 0-4 for reasons that will be discussed later. Shortening the suture to 10-11cm with a not at the end may facilitate identification of the suture end, a maneuver that is helpful in small infants where the space is very limited and the suture end might stay outside the abdomen or slip while pulling the strings. A purse string is sutured around and proximal to the hernia opening and tied intra-corporeally, closing the opening. Care should be taken to identify precisely the vas deferens and blood vessels, in order to pass the suture above them and not through or under them. We routinely reinforce the suture with another "Z" suture above the repair. If there is a synchronous hernia, the procedure is repeated on the other side using a new suture. Attention should be given to needle extraction under vision, as the suture may break during the extraction leaving the needle in the abdomen. Performing the operation without the ports reduces the risk of this happening. After completion, the umbilicus is closed along with a concomitant umbilical hernia if there is one. The side entries do not usually require closure.

9. Technical pitfalls

In the technique described, there are several technical pitfalls that became apparent as experience grew, and the major problem of the operation became apparent – an increased rate of recurrence, 4%-10% of the cases. Before discussing the proposed solutions for decreasing the recurrence rate, there are several points that should be stressed in the technique.

1. Suture material. Since the hernia sac is not dissected or cut in the aforementioned procedure, care must be taken to use non-absorbable sutures. Part of the recurrence is due to the suture material being absorbed after several months, leaving the hernia sac widely opened as if there was no operation at all. This is indeed the view seen when operating a recurrence either laparoscopically or open. We utilize a prolene suture as it is non-absorbable, has a variety of needle sizes and is very easy to handle. Intra-corporeal suturing of prolene requires experience, as the suture material tends to break if improperly handled, and we put a knot at the end to facilitate identification before the suture slips into the tissues.

2. Placement of suture. Many of the patients are small infants that continue to grow after the operation. If the repair is made inside the opening of the hernia sac, the minute residual opening may grow to become a hernia. Care should be taken to place the suture just inside the inguinal ream. This complication is more common in small infants with large inguino-scrotal hernias.
3. Needle retrieval. When operating small children, it is advisable not to use operating ports but rather to introduce the instruments directly into the abdomen. Three mm ports do not allow insertion and retrieval of the regular curved needle. The needle tends to lodge in the port opening and disconnect, causing a search for it in the abdomen, sometimes requiring a conversion to a laparotomy for the retrieval. When the instruments are directly inserted, the abdominal wall closes snugly around the instrument with little or no escape of gas. Needle retrieval is easily done by manipulating the needle through the wound. It is always advisable to follow the retrieval with the camera to ensure safety.

4. Pneumoperitoneum and anesthesia. It is very helpful for the surgeon to stand at the head of the operating table when dealing with small children. It is our experience that only with this stance he may achieve the necessary movements in the small space the pediatric abdomen allows. By doing that, he compromises the control the anesthetist has on patient airway and venous lines, which may be critical in infants. It is very important to have the endotracheal tube and venous lines well secured and approachable before starting to prepare the patient, since dislodgement of these may have hazardous consequences.

5. Hernia in an undescended testicle. Infants with a symptomatic hernia in an undescended testicle are always small, less than 6 months of age; otherwise an orchipexy would be performed. In this age group, the testicle may migrate downwards naturally during the months after the repair. This migration may include the repair itself "en block". The parents should be advised that the hernia repair may be a temporary measure for the symptoms until a definite orchipexy is performed at a later age.

6. Direct hernia. A direct hernia is very rare in the pediatric population but should be actively sought after when visualizing the groins. This is easily done when thought of beforehand.

In view of all these pitfalls, it is appropriate to mention that a laparoscopic hernia repair does not greatly compromise a subsequent open repair, as the area is virtually untouched, avoiding the anatomical confusion of the scar tissue when doing a repeat open repair.

**10. Proposed technical improvements**

In view of the higher recurrence rate, several technical improvements have been proposed. These include dissection of the hernia sac with or without disconnection of the distal part, 18 different suture techniques such as percutaneous suturing or "flip-flap" modifications. There is consensus that the approach in infants should be intra-peritoneal and that there is no need for reinforcement of the repair with foreign materials such as meshes. Most of these modifications are performed in single centers and have not yet passed the time required to prove a definite improvement, though the early reports carry a promise for minimizing recurrence while not significantly augmenting the risks for cord injury or operative time.

**11. Advantages**

There are definite advantages to the laparoscopic hernia repair in children. This approach offers excellent diagnosis of a synchronous hernia or patent processus vaginalis.
the repair is performed with minimal handling and potential damage to the spermatic cord. It is very useful for treating incarcerated or recurrent hernias, bypassing the anatomical challenges in these cases 22. After a necessary learning curve, most technical pitfalls can be avoided and operating times shortened to those of the open hernia repair.

12. Disadvantages

The laparoscopic approach does require a learning curve 23. Most surgeons feel very comfortable with the open technique and would rather face the challenges of a difficult case such as the incarcerated, recurrent or undescended testicle hernia than learn a completely new technique. Laparoscopy in infants requires a more complex anesthetic setting with facilities and personnel that may be not available in outpatient clinics. Undoubtedly, for the time being, laparoscopic repairs carry a higher recurrence rate 24,25. Although recurrence after laparoscopy is not as challenging as after open repair, this should be weighed against the potential benefits of the approach.

13. Conclusions

The advent of laparoscopy has widely changed the scope of pediatric hernia repairs. Whether as a diagnostic or operative tool, the use of laparoscopy is widely gaining popularity as it provides an answer to many dilemmas. Since there are advantages and disadvantages to all approaches, a consensus as to the best approach has not been reached. It seems logical that there is no dogmatic "best" approach for all cases, each case requiring a specific tailoring of the care required. It is still up to the parent to decide what risks are preferred: a metachronous hernia, the risk of future infertility or the increased rate of recurrence. Therefore, it seems wise at this time that a pediatric surgical team be well versed in all approaches in order to combine the advantages to the benefit of the patient.
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